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The internal flow of hydraulic jump is essentially an unsteady flow subjected to macroturbulent random fluctuations, and it was
not known enough. Then, for the fluctuating motion interpretation, the experimental research on the associated turbulence must
be necessary. The author developed in the past extensive laboratory research for the instantaneous pressure field determination by
means of pressure transducers and new introductory experiments on velocity fluctuations by means of the ADV technique. The
experimental study of the instantaneous pressure field was based on the knowledge of several statistical parameters of amplitudes
and frequencies as functions of the Froude number, but for this paper the maximum instantaneous negative of pressure amplitudes
on the floor is considered, in order to estimate the extreme maximum positive velocities near the bottom. A useful relationship
between turbulence intensity and the pressure fluctuation coefficient 𝐶

𝑝
was proposed from ADV velocity fluctuation for low

incident Froude numbers. By means of this relationship, the value 𝑢
0,1% (instantaneous positive semiamplitude with 0.1% of

probability to be surpassed) can be considered for the determination of the turbulent extreme velocity near the bottom, under
a free hydraulic jump stilling basin with incident Froude number 3 < 𝐹

1
< 6.

1. Introduction

Many researchers have studied hydraulic jump, but most of
the works have focused on an integral analysis, and little is
known about internal flow and turbulence characteristics. For
physical knowledge of the hydraulic jump on a horizontal
stilling basin, both the mean flow and the fluctuating motion
are needed. The mean flow analysis allows the determination
of the general pattern of the flow, such as water levels, the
jump length, the macroscopic quantification of energy loss,
and the mean pressure field.

The internal flow of hydraulic jump is essentially an
unsteady flow subjected to macroturbulent random fluctua-
tions, and it was not totally known enough.The author devel-
oped an extensive laboratory research for the instantaneous
pressure field determination by means of pressure transduc-
ers and introductory experiments on velocity fluctuations by
means of the ADV technique.

Early research on the turbulence characteristics of the
hydraulic jump was carried out by Rouse et al. [1] using
hot-wires techniques in an air model. Acoustic instruments
methods were used in hydraulic jumps of low Froude number

by Liu et al. [2]. They used a microacoustic Doppler velocity
meter (ADV) and presented data ofmean velocity, turbulence
intensities, and Reynolds shear stresses, along with energy
dissipation rate and Kolmogorov length scale calculations.

Previous studies showed that ADVs are capable of report-
ing accurate mean values of water velocity in three directions
[3], even in low flow velocities. In addition, ADVs have
proved to yield a good description of turbulencewhen certain
conditions are satisfied [4]. These restrictions are related to
the instrument configuration (sampling frequency and noise
energy level) and flow conditions (convective velocity and
turbulence scales in the flow).

On the other hand, former experimental studies on pres-
sure fluctuations induced by hydraulic jump were published
in English fifty years ago [5] and later by other authors [6, 7].

Experimental research about pressure fluctuations below
hydraulic jumps is not concluded, but the field of instan-
taneous pressure can be measured without technological
problems. For the measurement of instantaneous velocities,
the excess of turbulence in the hydraulic jump and the air
bubbles incorporation induced certain questions about the
accuracy of the instantaneous data obtained with ADV. For
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this reason, it was demonstrated [8], the possibility to use
pressure fluctuations values to estimate turbulence intensities
in the zone near the bed of a stilling basin.

Even if there is available bibliography about the turbu-
lence decay along the hydraulic jump length, the experi-
mental parameters were obtained by means of the standard
deviation of the velocity near the bottom, and certainly the
turbulence intensity is well represented, but it is not possible
to know the real extreme instantaneous maximum velocity
near the bottom.

This paper deals with experimental data of positive peak
amplitudes of the longitudinal velocity component in macro-
turbulent flow induced by free hydraulic jumps downstream
sluice gates. Amplitudes with 0.1% to occurrence probability
of be surpassed with more positive amplitudes were used as a
manner of giving a statistic value to those peaks.

2. Experimental Setup and
Experimental Method

Free hydraulic jumps were generated downstream a sluice
gate in a rectangular horizontal flume with both acrylic
bottom and sidewalls, 0.65m wide, 1.00m deep, and 12.00m
long. The tailwater depth was controlled by a vertical tailgate
located at the end of the flume. Two experiments were
performed, and Figure 1 includes the main details of these
experiments. All experiments were conducted with a gate
opening equal to 0.07m. A usual gage was used to measure
the subcritical water depth 𝑧

2
located 6m downstream from

the sluice gate.
Themean velocity𝑈

1
at location 𝑧

1
was varied in order to

obtain two different incident Froude numbers, 𝐹
1
= 3.03 and

𝐹
1
= 4.88. The incident Reynolds number, Re

1
= 𝑈
1
⋅ 𝑧
1
/]

(where ] is the cinematic viscosity), was in the order of Re
1
=

10
5.
The random pressure components were measured with

bidirectional pressure transducers with fully active strain-
gage bridge. Data were processed and analyzed in terms of
discrete sample values.The sampling interval in time adopted
was 0.01 seconds, according to the sampling theorem for
random records.The number of samples taken at every point
was 16,384 (32 blocks of 512 values each one). The experi-
mental methodology for measurement and data analysis of
pressure fluctuations below free hydraulic jumps was based
on a previous research [9].

3. Pressure Fluctuations and
Turbulence Intensity

The intensity of isotropic turbulence in open channel flows is
usually expressed by the relationship between the root mean
square of the velocity fluctuation and themean velocity in the
point considered

𝐼 =

√𝑢2

𝑈
.

(1)

On the other hand, for structural purposes, the turbulence
intensity can also be defined as a function of pressure
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Figure 1: Definition sketch of free hydraulic jump.

fluctuations on a flow boundary, usually [7] by means of the
nondimensional parameter 𝐶

𝑝

𝐶


𝑝
=

√𝑝2

𝜌 (𝑈
2

1
/2)
. (2)

By means of the dimensional analysis, for a free steady
hydraulic jump, it is possible to obtain the following param-
eters, for turbulence intensity at the level 𝑧 = 1 cm (due to
ADV accuracy restriction) and pressure fluctuations on the
bed (𝑧 = 0), respectively:

√𝑢2

𝑈
1

= Φ
1
[
𝑥

(𝑧
2
− 𝑧
1
)
, 𝐹
1
] , (3)

𝐶


𝑝
= Φ
2
[
𝑥

(𝑧
2
− 𝑧
1
)
, 𝐹
1
] . (4)

The pressure fluctuation amplitude in a turbulent flow can
to be obtained from the instantaneous velocity field, by the
separation of themean and fluctuating variables in the known
Poisson equation [10]. If the turbulence can be considered as
homogeneous and isotropic, it can be expressed:

√𝑝2 = 𝛼𝜌𝑢2, (5)

where 𝜌 is the fluid density and 𝛼 is a nondimensional
coefficient [11].

Taking into account that the mean velocity 𝑈 in each
point of measurement is connected with the mean velocities
in the jump incident section 𝑈

1
and in the downstream

section 𝑈
2
, it is possible to propose the following functions

for calculations:

𝑢2

𝑈
1

= 𝜆√𝐶
𝑝
, (6)

𝑢2

𝑈
2

= (
𝜆

2
)(√1 + 8𝐹

2

1
− 1)√𝐶

𝑝
. (7)

In order to have a good agreement between turbulence in-
tensity direct measurements with calculated values from
pressure fluctuations determinations for two different inci-
dent Froude numbers (𝐹

1
= 3 y𝐹

1
= 5), the nondimensional

coefficient proposed is 𝜆 = 0.6 [8].
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Figure 2: Turbulence intensity along free hydraulic jump.

4. Experimental Results

The turbulence intensity determination, as defined in (6) (by
direct velocity measurements or through indirect measure-
ments by pressure fluctuations), represents the ratio between
mean square values of velocity fluctuation and the incident
mean velocity of the hydraulic jump. Figure 2, where the ver-

tical axis is√𝑢2/𝑈
1
and the abscissa is 𝑥/(𝑧

2
−𝑧
1
), presented

in a previous publication [8], allows appreciation some results
referring to (3) for free hydraulic jumps. The experimental
datawas exposed as a function of the incident Froude number
𝐹
1
. The curve was plotted for the lower incident Froude

number tested, 𝐹
1
= 3. The length usually used to define the

length of stilling basin protection horizontal is𝑥/(𝑧
2
−𝑧
1
) = 6,

but it is observed that in this point the rms value of velocity
fluctuation reaches about 10% of the mean incident velocity
𝑈
1
.
As noted in the case of pressure fluctuations below

hydraulic jump stilling basins, the maximum positive pres-
sure fluctuating amplitude on the floor of a hydraulic jump is
much greater than the mean square value, which is usually
considered for conventional analysis of turbulence decay.
For practically all authors, it is a suitable parameter for this
purpose.

However, when it is desired to know the maximum
value of instantaneous velocities on the bed, for example, to
design rock protections downstream stilling basins, it is more
relevant to take into consideration the maximum positive
amplitude of velocity fluctuation as the value with 0.1%
of probability to be overtaken by another registered value
(𝑢max), assuming that this is the order of magnitude for the
maximum detectable instantaneous velocity on experimental
measurements.

Figures 3 and 4 show the variation of the parameter
𝑢


max/𝑈1 as a function of 𝑥/(𝑧
2
− 𝑧
1
) for the four incident

Froude numbers considered. It can be seen that for any
incident Froude number, extreme amplitudes 𝑢max/𝑈1 have
a peak around the abscissa 𝑥/(𝑧

2
− 𝑧
1
) = 3 and the values
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Figure 3:Maximum velocities below hydraulic jumps near the floor
for 𝐹
1
≥ 4.
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Figure 4:Maximum velocities below hydraulic jumps near the floor
for 𝐹
1
≤ 4.

growwith the incident Froude number.The above conclusion
is clearly stated in Figure 5, which also shows that the peaks
occur in the vicinity of 𝑥/(𝑧

2
− 𝑧
1
) = 3. For 𝑥/(𝑧

2
− 𝑧
1
) ≤

4, the maximum amplitudes occur for 𝐹
1
≈ 4, while for

𝑥/(𝑧
2
−𝑧
1
) > 4 amplitudes decrease with the value of 𝐹

1
. This

assumption is clearly stated in Figure 4, which shows that the
conclusion is only true for 𝐹

1
= 3 in the upstream region,

because from 𝑥/(𝑧
2
− 𝑧
1
) ≈ 5 the maximum amplitudes data

exceed the values for 𝐹
1
= 4. This abscissa, where a change

of curvature of the lines plotted can be seen, is closed with
the value 𝑥/(𝑧

2
− 𝑧
1
) ≈ 4.97, which was demonstrated as the

point for the boundary layer separation on the floor below a
hydraulic jump [12].

Briefly, it is interesting that the maximum positive veloc-
ity amplitudes measured for the range 3 < 𝐹

1
< 6 are in the

order of 25% of the incident velocity.
Taking into account that always the maximum velocities

needed to scour process calculations are those near the
bottom, they are considered in the present analysis, located
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Figure 5:Maximum velocities below hydraulic jumps near the floor
as a function of 𝐹
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Figure 6: Extreme velocity near the bottom in free hydraulic jump
for 𝐹
1
= 4.

in the downstream zone of the hydraulic jump, where erosion
problems would be present. Then, from the first historic
bibliographic reference detected [13], the extreme velocity
fluctuation near the bottom was related to the downstream
jump velocity 𝑈

2
, theoretically calculated by the application

of the Bélanger equation.
Due to the previous considerations, Figure 6 shows the

experimental results of 𝑢max/𝑈2 as a function of 𝑥/(𝑧
2
− 𝑧
1
)

for the incident Froude number condition 𝐹
1
= 4. The figure

allows to observe that themaximum instantaneous amplitude
for the “classical length” of the hydraulic jump 𝑥/(𝑧

2
−𝑧
1
) = 6

is 1.2 times themean downstream velocity𝑈
2
, which explains

the important local scour always detected downstream the
stilling basins concrete protection.

Historical values obtained by Lipay and Pustovoit are
clearly below those proposed in the present research and
reasonably near to the author’s values calculated from the root
mean square amplitudes, perhaps because these are the values
usually measured from instantaneous velocity measurements
belowhydraulic jumps. Recently, other authors [14] published
ADV observations on the turbulence in the transition region
from the end of jump to open channel flow for 𝐹

1
= 4 and

𝐹
1
= 7, showing Reynolds normal stresses and shear stress,

also useful in assessing the bed erodibility downstream the
hydraulic jump stilling basins.

5. Conclusion

Turbulence intensity is defined as the relationship between
the rms velocity fluctuation 𝑢2 and the mean velocity of
the considered point 𝑈. For design purposes, as the mean
value is not known at any point of the hydraulic jump, the
use of either the upstream velocity 𝑈

1
or the downstream

velocity 𝑈
2
is needed. On the other hand, the maximum

positive amplitude of velocity fluctuation can be defined
as the positive amplitude with 0.1% of probability to be
overtaken by another registered value (𝑢max). This value can
be obtained just over the floor, from pressure fluctuation
experimental tests, by means of a useful relationship between
turbulence intensity and the pressure fluctuation coefficient
𝐶


𝑝
.
Following previous experimental conclusions, all the tests

for velocities and pressure were accomplished for incident
Reynolds number𝑅

1
up to 100,000 and sluice gate openings

larger than 3 cm and for incident Froude numbers between
𝐹
1
= 3 and 𝐹

1
= 6. The magnitude of instantaneous actions is

analysed, in order, for example, to estimate the representative
dimensions of rip-rap for fluvial beds protection downstream
the hydraulic jump stilling basins.
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